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**US Secretary of State Blinken Returns Empty Handed from Africa Tour**

By Abayomi Azikiwe, August 24, 2022

This tour came amid an escalation of tensions between the Russian Federation and the People’s Republic of China in regard to their relations with Washington. Blinken first visited the Republic of South Africa where he had a joint meeting with Naledi Pandor, his diplomatic counterpart. Pandor reiterated the views of the African National Congress (ANC) government which has refused to denounce Moscow over its special military operation in Ukraine.

**Fauci’s Resignation ‘Good News for America’**

By Dr. Anthony Fauci and Andrew Thornebrooke, August 24, 2022

Following Dr. Anthony Fauci announcing his resignation, Republicans have vowed Congressional investigations into his conduct if they win majority in the House and Senate in November, with many being critical of his leadership decisions and lack of transparency through the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Video: Kiev’s Military Operations “Switched to Terrorist Strategy”**

By South Front, August 24, 2022

Since the proudly announced counteroffensive of the Ukrainian Army in the south has not happened, and more and more territories of the country are coming under the control of Russian forces, the Kiev regime which vitally needs to declare any victories has switched to a terrorist strategy of military operations.

**Inspector General: The U.S. Government Left More Than $7 Billion in Military Equipment to**
By Jonathan Turley, August 24, 2022

Defense Department Inspector General has released its long-awaited report on what the Biden Administration left behind in Afghanistan. It is an unbelievable list of equipment left to the Taliban. I opposed the long war in Afghanistan, so I was not among those critical of Trump or Biden in pushing to leave the conflict. However, no one has ever explained why the Biden Administration left this equipment in Afghanistan as opposed to removing it or destroying it.

Active US Military Service Members: Significant Increase in Cancers, Myocarditis, and Pericarditis Resulting from COVID-19 Vaccine

By Ella Kietlinska and Joshua Philipp, August 24, 2022

A medical Army officer who discovered a sudden increase in disease coinciding with reports of side effects alongside COVID-19 vaccines—which the Army has dismissed as a data glitch—said he faces involuntary separation after being convicted but not punished for disobeying COVID-19 protocol.

Ukraine Uses NATO Ammunition in Attacks on Nuclear Power Station. Dangers of Radioactive Leaks

By Ana Luisa Brown, August 24, 2022

Representatives of the civil-military administration of the Zaporozhie region denounced today that Ukrainian troops use artillery with NATO ammunition in attacks on the Energodar nuclear power plant.

European Aid to Ukraine Grinds to a Halt

By Free West Media, August 24, 2022

Support for Ukraine is crumbling not only among the population. Aid pledges from European countries are also falling rapidly. The Institute has developed its own tool to measure the support provided by Western countries to Ukraine. The Ukraine Support Tracker is a database that tracks the financial, military and humanitarian assistance provided to Ukraine.
By Mohammed Hussein and Mohammed Haddad, August 24, 2022

In the early morning hours of August 31, 2021 the last American soldiers lifted off from Kabul airport, officially ending the 20-year war in Afghanistan, the longest in US history. At its peak in 2011, the US had approximately 100,000 troops across at least 10 military bases from Bagram to Kandahar. In total, more than 800,000 US soldiers served in the war according to the Pentagon.

Reinforcing Failure in Ukraine. “Neutrality on the Austrian Model Is Still Possible”

By Douglas Macgregor, August 24, 2022

The hard truth is the introduction of new weapon systems won’t change the strategic outcome in Ukraine. Even if NATO’s European members, together with Washington, D.C., provided Ukrainian troops with a new avalanche of weapons, and it arrived at the front instead of disappearing into the black hole of Ukrainian corruption, the training and tactical leadership required to conduct complex offensive operations does not exist inside Ukraine’s 700,000-man army.

Video: Public Health System Rigged to Make the COVID Vaccines Look “Safe and Effective”. Deborah Conrad Interviewed by Reiner Fuellmich

By Deborah Conrad and Reiner Fuellmich, August 24, 2022

This session is about what she saw when the vaccines were rolled out in her hospital and how she came to know about VAERS.
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